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Cat condo 2 game all cats

Manny is a talented feline who has a natural gift for self-portraits. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Say hello to Manny — a precious feline who has mastered the fine art of the selfie and steals hearts over the internet. It was only a matter of time, really. Given the Web's love affair with cats and humanity's penchant for
selfies, introducing cat selfies was the only logical conclusion. Manny's human, an Instagram user who goes @yoremahm the handle, regularly documents the outdoor adventures of the talented cat and his fellow furry friends. So how does a criet without opposing thumbs manage to take its own selfies? Well, the curious
tabby happens to be extremely fascinated with his human's GoPro camera, and when he sees it, he issues his paw to examine the lens just @yoremahm hits the shutter. So, sure, he's not technically taking his own selfies, but that doesn't make these images any less charming or hilarious. Continue below to see more of
Manny's giggle-inducing cat selfies! Manny shoots a selfie in a snow tunnel. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Manny takes a group selfie with his rottie brothers. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Manny channels his inner Zoolander with his signature Fur Steel look. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) A fluffy ragdoll kitty
photobombs one of Manny's selfies. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Manny snaps a mandatory sunbathing selfie, hot dog legs not included. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Manny, the millionaire selfie cat?!. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Sunset selfies are a must. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) Manny and his
gang pose for a group suicide. (Picture: @yoremahm/Instagram) Rottweiler photobomb!. (Photo: @yoremahm/Instagram) STEP 1: I FIRST EXCRETED MY BASIC CONCEPT (HOW I WANTED IT TO LOOK, DIMENSIONS, ETC.) STEP 2: START WITH THE BASE AND WORK UP YOUR WAY, CUT OUT EACH
PIECE. SUPPLIES: 1/2-SCRAPP WOOD, 3-PVC PIPE (OR CLOSE TO IT), LEFTOVER BITS OF CARPET, PNEUMATIC OR MANUAL INDUSTRIAL STACKER, SISAL ROPE. STEP 3: CUT AND PUT MAT ON PLATFORMS USING HEAVY STACKS (MAKE SURE TO SECURE THEM FIRMLY AND DEEPLY SO
THAT NOT WHERE THE CAT CAN SCRATCH THEM). STEP 4: AS YOU GO, SECURE THE PVC PIPE ON THE PLATFORM WITH SCREWS. TO DO THIS, I CUT WOODEN CIRCLES TO THE INSIDE OF THE PIPE AND THEN GLUED THEM WITH A GOOD GLUE LIKE GORILLA GLUE. YOU NEED THIS
WOODEN INSERT FOR THE SCREW TO GRAB FROM BELOW. STEP 5: TRIM THE CARPET SIDES AND CORNERS SO NEATLY. STEP 6: TURN SISAL ROPE (I USED 3/8, BUT YOU CAN USE 1/4 OR 1/2 TOO). STACK THE END FIRMLY, THEN TIGHTLY TURN IT TIGHTLY ONTO THE PIPE AS YOU GO,
THEN PILE THE TOP AND CUT. I PUT HOT GLUE AT THE POINTS TO AVOID FRAMING THEM, AS A TIP.COMPLETED CAT CASTLE! (A.K.A. CONDO) This site isn't available in your country When I noticed a lump on my newly-adopted cat, I started giving him a CBD tincture twice a day. In less than two months
the growth gone. Sign up for our newsletters enjoy the best advice and jokes! This story originally appeared on Engadget an Amazon delivery might not be as exciting for you, but your cat is probably excited to get a new cardboard home. Amazon has made that sentiment official with new eco-friendly boxes that can be
recycled into cat condos, forts and even a putt-putt golf windmill. It's all part of the company's less packing, more smiles program aimed at reducing cardboard consumption. Amazon noted that over the years it has reduced packing weight by 33 percent, eliminating the equivalent of about 1.5 billion boxes and reducing its
carbon footprint. Inventing and innovative in new types of packaging is one of the many actions we take as part of the climate pledge - our commitment to become net-zero carbon by 2040 - 10 years before the Paris Agreement, Amazon VP Kim Houchens told USA Today.Related: Jeff Bezos is now personally worth
more than Nike, McDonald's, Costco and nearly 50 percent of the DowDespite efforts, Amazon still shipped about 5 billion packages in 2018 out of 165 billion shipping in total in the U.S. Although 92 percent of cardboard boxes are recycled, it's still a lot of waste and forest destruction. Related: Want to rank higher in
Google and Amazon Search? This $29 course can help. Only certain orders will be delivered in the more environmentally friendly boxes, starting this week. When you get one, you can create your own Chateau Fluffy by scanning a QR code or looking for agile Amazon.com/ThisBox for detailed instructions. Get heaps of
discounts on books you love delivered straight to your inbox. We'll feature a different book every week and share exclusive deals that you won't find anywhere else. Strengthen your business knowledge and reach your full entrepreneurial potential with Entrepreneur Insider's exclusive benefits. For just $5 per month, get
access to premium content, webinars, an ad-free experience, and more! Plus, enjoy a FREE 1-year Entrepreneur magazine subscription. Discover a better way to hire freelancers. From business to marketing, sales, finance, design, technology and more, we have the freelancers you need to tackle your most important
on-demand work and projects. Image: Shutterstock You may not think you have as much in common with a cat as you actually do! Think about the number of naps you take. Are you picky about food? Do you get a kick out of knocking things off a table and breaking them? We haven't even started the quiz yet, and we're
sure you see where it's going. We want to examine your personality and match you with your percentage of cat. Some cats enjoy when their owners pet them the same way you love getting a hug. Other cats shy away from any love, but remain rulers of their homes. You don't have to lick your bottom or come up with your
meow to be a part cat. Anyone and everyone can be a part It just depends on your natural instincts and how far you would go to catch a fish in an aquarium. If you go through the cat quiz, quiz, probably should ask your cat to get off your keyboard politely. Don't worry; we are patient! We don't want to do anything to upset
the king or queen of your domain. Place the cat comfortably in your lap and start. PERSONALITY How smart is your cat? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Little PERSONALITY What % of Your Cat Are You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What % Towed Is Your Cat? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Little PERSONALITY Which dog breed is your
kindred spirit? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Little PERSONALITY Which Cat Race Guards Your Heart? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Cat Race Personality Quiz 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY What Kind of Cat Fits You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Little PERSONALITY Do You Own Your Cat, Or Does Your Cat Own You? 5 Minute
Quiz 5 Little PERSONALITY Which Predator Is Your Spirit Animal? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min PERSONALITY Which Rare Breed Of Cat Are You? 5 Minute Quiz 5 Min How Much Do You Know About Dinosaurs? What is an octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Fortunately for you, HowStuffWorks Play is here to
help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations about how the world works. From fun quizzes that bring joy to your day, to compelling photography and fascinating lists, HowStuffWorks Play offers something for everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, we ask you,
but we always examine in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stick with us! Play quizzes are free! Every week we send trivia questions and personality tests to your inbox. By clicking On you agree to our Privacy Policy and confirm that you are 13 years old or older. Copyright © 2021 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, a
System1 Company [Photos: If GeekTech had an animal mascot, it would obviously be a cat. Not only are they a geek's go-to pet (and just plain cool!), but there's also a bunch of fun and/or stupid accessories out there for them (mainly for our entertainment). Take the DJ Booth crab post, or the cardboard tank - they're
fun for cats (maybe) and hilarious to humans. That said, a real geek won't settle for anything other than the CAT-AT Luxury Condo.The CAT-AT, as the name suggests, is a replica of the Star Wars AT-AT hiker, kitteh style. Reddit user BillyAppletini created the ultimate cat home from items like plywood, and pipes along
with the materials used to make scratch posts. He has a painful 27 days (!) creating the imperial condo in his attic, which is not only a ton of places for your cat to scratch and climb, but also a neat recreation room inside. You have to love the level of detail included in not only cutting all the bits to make a perfectly-shaped
AT-AT, but the room itself. Your kitteh can relax under a disco ball, stare at some cat-related paintings, or admire the bird heads on the wall. Or, probably, your cat will lie low while watching the world go through the windows. Cats aside, it will also have a reasonable be addition to your home to show off to your friends.
Friends. though, every geek's cat deserves an equally geeky home, right? Visit BillyAppletini's image gallery to see how the build came together. [BillyAppletini via MAKE] Get more GeekTech: Twitter - Facebook - RSS | Tip Us Off | Follow Elizabeth Note: When you buy something after clicking links in our articles, we
can earn a small commission. Read our affiliate link policy for more details. Details.
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